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The currently effective IP-2 FSAR Table 9.6-1 lists essential Service Water 
System requirements. Not all of the equipment listed has safety related 
functions. The table highlights "Essential Service Water...." In this 
context, the table identifies equipment served by the Essential Service 
Water header. Not all of this equipment is safety-related. The effect of 
operating at up to 87 0 F Service Water System temperature on all the 
equipment listed in that table is described below: 

1. Containment Cooling Coils - the impact of this temperature change was 
presented in our "Application for Emergency Amendment to Operating 
License" dated August 4, 1988. In that application it was concluded 
that the required heat removal capability of the fan cooler units is 
maintained under varying service water conditions, without having any 
adverse effects upon the health and safety of the public.  

2. Component Coolers - Attachment 2 presents an evaluation by 
Westinghouse of the impact on Component Cooling Water System (CCW) 
safety functions of operating with a Service Water System temperature 
of up to 87*F. That evaluation confirmed the ability of the CCW 
System to perform its safety functions given that procedures exist 
requiring isolation of component cooling flow to the spent flow heat 
exchanger during the recirculation phase of the accident if less than 
two Component Cooling Pumps are operable. Based on that evaluation 
which we have reviewed and concur with, and the institution of the 
changes to the Emergency Operating Procedures which has been 
completed, there is no degradation of the CCW safety functions.  

3. Diesel Generators - The manufacturer of the diesel generators (ALCO) 
has provided component performance data and the results of their 
evaluation which concluded that changing the present diesel generator 
service water cooling to allow 900F service water temperature will not 
adversely affect the operation of the diesel generators. An 
independent consultant has analyzed the original diesel generator lube 
oil/jacket water cooling system and confirmed ALCO's conclusions. The 
results indicate that at 90 degrees F service water inlet temperature 
to lube oil cooler and subsequent 93.8 degrees F service water inlet 
temperature to the jacket water cooler, the lube oil and jacket water 
will remain within the recommended temperature limits. Based on the 
manufacturer's conclusions and our independent evaluation, the Diesel 
Generators will not be adversely affected by a maximum Service Water 
temperature of 870F.  

4. Turbine Oil Coolers - These components do not have safety related 
functions.  

5. Seal Oil Coolers/Steam Generator Feed Pump Oil Coolers - These 
components do not have safety related functions.  

6. Radiation Sample Coolers - The radiation sample cooler mixes the 
samples from the containment coolers and motor coolers with service 
water supply to maintain a temperature below the 130'F alarm setpoint 
in CCR. The alarm response procedure instructs the operator to



locally measure f low and ensure the essential service water supply 
valve to the mixing nozzle is open. This valve is normally throttled.  
The maximum environmental temperature is limited by the scintillation 
detector and is 1600F. If temperature exceeds 130OF the monitor could 
be isolated and manual sampling initiated. The above process will not 
change with the proposed change in service water temperature.  

New radiation monitors which are in the f inal stages of acceptance 
were designed to handle samples with temperatures between 60OF and 
160*F. Again the cooling water of 870F will not adversely affect the 
operation of the radiation monitor.  

7. Air Compressor Heat Exchanger - The operation of the Unit No. 2 
Instrument Air ("TA") Compressors will not be affected by an increase 
in service water temperature to 87*F. A service water flow of 65 gpm 
is supplied to the IA compressors. Additional cooling capacity is now 
available on the system, as a consequence of removing the CCR Air 
Conditioning load (the only other previous load), so that at a SW 
temperature of 870 F the closed cooling loop water temperature to the 
IA Compressors will be maintained at or below 950F.  

8. Service Water Pump Strainer Blowdown - This is a flushing function of 
Service Water which is not dependent on the temperature of the liquid.  

9. Central Control Room (CCR) Air Conditioner - As indicated in footnote 
"f" to Table 9.6-1, the CCR air conditioners no longer use service 
water for cooling purposes.  

The Fan Cooler Unit Motor Coolers are not specifically addressed in table 
9.6-1 but nevertheless have been evaluated. The Service Water System 
provides cooling to the air which provides the primary cooling to the motor 
coolers. Calculations have been performed to determine the impact on that 
air cooling of a service water temperature of 870F. The calculated effect 
on both the inlet air and outlet air temperature in the motor cooler heat 
exchanger is a rise of approximately five degrees Farenheit. Con Edison 
Electrical Engineering has evaluated this change and determined that it 
will have no degrading effect on the motors.
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Basis for No Significant Hazards Consideration Determination: 

The Commission has provided guidance concerning the application of the 
standards for determining whether a significant hazards consideration 
exists by providing certain examples (48 FR 14870). Example (vi) of those 
involving no significant hazards consideration discusses a change which may 
reduce a safety margin but where the results are clearly within all 
acceptable criteria with respect to the system or component. The Proposed 
change to change the maximum service water temperature requirement is in a 
less restrictive direction and may initially appear to reduce a safety 
margin. However, consistent with the Commission's criteria in 10 CFR 
50.92, we have determined that the proposed change does not involve a 
significant hazards consideration because the operation of Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 in accordance with this change would not: 

(1) involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences 
of an accident previously evaluated. The proposed changes are 
based on conservative analyses which demonstrate that the 
performance of the safety-related equipment will continue without 
degrading its safety function. Thus, the same safety criteria as 
previously evaluated are still met with the proposed changes.  

(2) create the probability of a new or different kind of accident 
from any accident previously evaluated. The proposed change to 
the maximum service water system temperature for the performance 
of safety-related equipment being supplied by the service water 
system does not modify the plant's configuration or operation, 
and therefore the identical postulated accidents are the only 
ones that require analysis and resolution. Nothing would be 
added or removed that would conceivably introduce a new or 
different kind of accident mechanism or initiating circumstance 
than that previously evaluated.  

In general, the proposed changes do not adversely affect the 
ability of plant systems to perform their required safety 
functions, and allow those plant systems to mitigate the 
consequences of a design basis accident in a manner equivalent to 
that previously approved.  

(3) involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. With the 
proposed change, safety criteria previously evaluated are still 
met, remain conservative, and continue to maintain the previous 
margins of safety.  

The safety function of the service water system is to provide a 
cooling water supply to equipment needed to perform safety 
related functions during hypothetical design basis accident 
conditions.



Therefore, based on the above, we conclude that the proposed 
changes do not constitute a significant hazards consideration.  

The proposed changes have been reviewed by the Station Nuclear 
Safety Committee and the Consolidated Edison Nuclear Facilities 
Safety Committee. Both committees concur that these changes do 
not represent a significant hazards consideration.
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Westinghouse Power Systems Nuclear Tchnology 
Electric Corporation Systems Division 

Box 355 
Pittsburgh Pennsylvanla 15230,0355 

Mr. Mike Miele 
General Manager, Technical Services August 4, 1988 

.Consolidated Edison IPP-88-845 
Broadway & Bleakley Ave.  
Bu.chanan, NY 10511 

CONSOLIDATED EDISON 
INDIAN POINT UNIT 2 

_QQ WITH A SEmCE WtRIl UE OF 87 DEGEESF 

Dear Mr. Miele: 

Attached to this letter is the Justification for Continued Operation (3JW) 
for Indian Point Unit 2 based qP=T a Service Water System temerature of 
870F. This safety assessment specifically addresses the ability of the 
Coonent Cooling Water System (CCWS) to perform its Norial and 
Post-Accident safety functions given this higher service water 
temperature. It must be noted that in order to perma etly change the 
Indian Point Unit 2 design basis to incorporate a service water 
tsmperature of 87oF, additional confirmatory design calculations will be 
required.  

Note that specific recWmnendations regarding CCW pump operating 
reguir t are provided in the attached JCV. Please be advised that the 
general requirements upon which these limits are based are to ensure that 
CCW terperature remains below 1520F. There are a nwer of general 
methods to accomplish this.  

Interim emergency operating procedures should be developed to be 
implemented if conponent cooling heat exchanger teiveratures are 
approaching 150F. This could occur with possible cobinations of pturs 
operating and the associated flows to the heat exchangers. The object is 
to maximize th %W fCl thz ugh the C=W RX and to iptura thA CTOW f1 tn 
the RHR RX, as necessary, to maintain C=W HX temperatures of 150F or 
less.  

If only one COW pzp is available, system throttle valves should be 
adjusted to prevent pump runout. The SFP HX could be valved out if 
necessary to reduce CCW system tenperature.
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If you have any questions on the information presented in this letter 
please contact A. Ball, Jr. at (412) 374-5750 or the undesigned.  

Very truly yours, 
WESTINGHOUSE EfCIRnC C0PORATION 

S. P Swigart, 
Operating Plant Projects 

cc: P. Malik 
J. Elwanqer 
J. Kern (Field Sales) 
G. Meyer (m-Site Service mgr.) 
A. Ball, Jr., E -413 
7. Gasperini
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Justification for Continued Operation 

With a Service Water TeXTperature of 870F 

at Indian Point Unit 2 

Indian Point Unit 2 has requested an evaluation of acceptable plant operation with a Service Water twnperature of 870F. The Service Water Systw, amcng other functions, cools the Cponent Cooling Water System which in turn cools safety related components to support post Loss-of-Coolant Accident recirculation.  

The following provides an evaluation of the possible safety iupact of increased Service Water temperature on the ability of the plant to perform the required safety functions associated with Cmponent Cooling Water.  
C~~nn olhWater Sys~tm 

The safety functions performed by the Coponent Cooling Water (cc) System 
are: 

1. Supply the necessary service to enable continued emp and core recirculation following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA).  
Following a design basis LOCA (off-sits power is assumed to be lost) the Mergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) drawn water from the MW and injects into the RCS cold legs. Pumped safety injection is provided by the RHR ptmps and the High Head Safety Injection Pumps. As the RWST inventory is depleted, the. ECCS is switched from the injection phase to the recirculation phase. Dring the ECCS recirculation phase the system is arranged so that the Recirculation Pumps take suction frm the recirculation smp in the containment floor and deliver spilled reactor coolant and borated refueling water back to the core through the RR heat exchangers. The system is also arranged to allow either of the RPI pumps to take over the recirculation function if 
required.  

For small breaks the RCS depressurization is augmented by steam dtmp and auxiliary feodwater addition to the steam generators. For small breaks that do not depressurize enough to allow adequate recirculation flow fram the Recirculation PLrps, the system is arranged. to deliver water from the RHR heat exchanger to the suction of the high head safety injection prmps and by this external route, to the reactor coolant loops. Thus, if depressurization of the RCS proceeds slowly, the safety injection purs may be used to augment the flow-pressure capacity of the Recirculation Prps in returning the spilled coolant to the reactor, The Service Water System provides cooling to the Component Cooling Water loop, which in turns cools the High Head Safety Injection Pump oil and seal coolers and the Recirculation PILM motor. Providing adequate cooling to those ccrponents ensurs that post-LOCA long term cooling can be maintained.
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2. "One puV (either recirculation or residual heat removal) and one RiR hFat exchanger of the recirculation system provides sufficient cooled recirculated water to keep the core flooded while sirultaneously providing, if required, sufficient containment spray flow to prevent the contaimont pressure from rising above design limits because of boiloff from the core. Only one ptmp and one ERR heat exchanger are required to operate for this capability at the earliest tims recirculation in initiated. With a recirculation (or RFR) pumr in operation and with a spray header valve open, no Contairmnt Cooling Fans are required." (FSAR page 6.2-10) 

The Service Water system provides cooling water to the component cooling loop, which in turn, cools the PjIR heat exchangers. Only one Service Water Pump and heat exchanger, and only one Canponent Cooling Water Pump and heat excanger are required to meet the core cooling 
function.  

Ccrn et C nwater System 

The ability of the Component Cooling Water (CCw) System to perform its functions is evaluated below.  

1. Supply the necessary cooling service to enable continued containmtnt strp and core recirculation following a LOCA.  

The CCWS provides cooling for the following heat loads during the 
post-LOCA recirculation phase: 

- *H15l pumps (2) 
- Recirculation P.mp (1) 
- PHR heat exchanger (1) 
- Auxiliary coolant pumps (2) 
- Spent Fuel Pit Heat Exchanger (several months since refueling) - RHR Pump (if required as a backup to the Recircuflation Punp) 
This portion of the evaluation was performed to ensure that the CCS provides sufficient cooling to the High Head Safety Injection pM oil coolers and seal coolers to ensure that the W*1I ptps can perform their post-OcA recirculation functions if required, and to ensure that the CCWS provides sufficient cooling to the Recirculation Pump Motor air/water heat exchangers to ensure that the Recirculation Pumps can perform their post-LOCA recirculation function. In addition, an evaluation is provided for adequate cooling of the PMR pump mechanical seals if the MR pump is required as a backup to the Recirculation 

The evaluation determined the CCWS temperature as a function of time after the post-lock ECCS recirculation phase is established. The equipment was then evaluated to ensure that the CCWS could provide 
adequate cooling to ensure pump operation.
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For the post-LOCA scenario, the recirculation phase was determined to be the most limiting for the C=w System because the auxiliary heat load going to the Ccw heat exchanger would be maximized due to the FRR heat exchanger cooling the recirculation suM water. Based on the s'mp water tar eratures, a cw system perfomance study was done to determine the terperature history of the CCW system. The system alig=et assumed during post-LOCA recirculation was a minimm safeguards alignment of the CM , with one CoW heat exc-anger and one RHR heat exchanger in service. It was determined that at the peak contajanmnt st terperature of 2740F (whith corresponds to the time at which switch ver to recirculation is initiated). The CCw txrerature out of the CCW heat exchanger will be no higher than 152'F, and will decrease and is expected to be below 120OF within 24 hours. The PHR heat exchangers will also act to reduce the containment sump terperature during this period, which is expected to fall below 200OF within a 24 hour period. This terteratuzr/tire data was then used to determine the resulting effects on the components receiving CCW flow during a post-OCA scenario.  
The preceding evaluation was based on the following restriction.  During the post-LCA recirculation phase of operation, one of the following conditions must be met.  

a. Two C=W pumps must be running, or 
b. One CCW ptmV must be running, and the CW flow to the Spent Fuel Pit Heat Exchangers must be isolated.  

In addition to evaluat$ig the post-accident perfomance of the Component Cooling Water System, the lrpact of 870F Service Water was evaluated relative to the affect on the CCWS's functions during normal operation.  

The components in service during normal operations that are cooled by the COWS were determined based on feedback from the plant and include: 

- Reactor Vessel Support Pads (4) 
- Letdown Heat Exchanger (normal letdown) 
- Seal Water Heat Echanger (normal letdown) 
- PD Pump (1) 
- Reactor Coolant &is (4) 
- Gross Failed Fuel Detector System 
- Spent Fluel Pit Heat Exchanger (several months since refueling) 
- Sample Heat Exchanger (1) 
- Waste gas Coupressor (1) 
- Two Corponent Cooling Water Pumps (cooling not provided) 
The CCWS rust provide adequate cooling to ensure that the above equipment operates within its design conditions. The maxi=un allowed CCW terperature for steady-state operation appears to be 105F and is limited by the RCP Thermal Barrier.
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The CCW temperature was estimated based on CCWS capability study (Reference 1) for several Service Water Temperatures. Based on this evaluation it was determined that maximum allowable Service Water temperature is approximately 870F. Operation with a Service Water twperature above 87"F could result in cCws taeratures g ter than 105oF, and could result in damage to the RCPs.  
9Conennt Evajluation' 

Various auxiliary pirps and associated appurtenances (such as oil coolers and seal coolers) will be subjected to the increased Cmmponent Cooling Water tmeratures which have been identified for normal plant operation and for the post-LOCA recirculation phase. The increased Component Cooling Water teqperatures will have no detrimental effect on the structural integrity of the pumps. Thus the evaluation of auxiliary pumps concerns only the operability of pumps which have appurtenances serviced by component cooling water. For the normal plant operating mode, the evaluation is limited to the positive displacement charging pump and the waste gas cnIpressor. For the post-MCA recirculation phase, the evaluation is limited to the Recirculation Pump motors, the High Head Safety Injection Rmps, and the PHR Rzmps.  
o on 

The carponent cooling water temperature during norml plant operation will not exceed 105P. This cooling water services the charging pump lube oil cooler and gyrol oil cooler and the waste gas caupressor mechanical seal cooler, The thermal-hydraulic perfonnance characteristics of these coolers have been reviewed tor the identified 
cor~nen cooingwater flow rates and the maxirn=m temperature of 

105". I ha ben coclued hatthe eoyiprnent coolers are adequately sized to allow continuous operation of the equipment with the non'al plant caponent cooling water conditions.  
Post-ILOA Recirquation Pha e 

The camonant cooling water temperature during the post-IDAC recirculation phase is 152cF upon the initiation of recirculation and decays to 120OF within 24 hours, This cooling water services the ST recirculation pxp motor coolers and the high head SI pmp seal water coolers and lube oil coolers. The descriptions of the operability evaluations for these components follow, 
SI Recirgylation Pumo Motors 

The SI recirculation pumrp motors are totally enclosed water to air cooled motors. The motor exhaust air is cooled by heat exchangers and recirculated to the motor air intakes in an enclosed system. The increased ccnponent cooling water temperature will result in increased stator winding and bearing temperatures. These motors were originally qualified by WCAP-7829 for a containment ambient temperature of 3240F. Actual containment temperatures for Indian Point Units 2 and 3 will not exceed 270OF. This qualification demonstrated that the
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stator winding and bearing teperatures were well within acceptable 
limits with the ambient temperature of 324 F and various ctponent 
cooling water taeqraturn.  

Based on the results of WCAP-7829, the stator winding tempratures 
With i CraS9 9VOln water tMr1.wrh1r& AM .vjwtei to rain within the maximm allowable t erature limit for Class F insulation systelms. Thus no abnornl insulation degradation is expected to occur 
within the 24 hour period of conponent cooling water tenperatures 
above 1 20 F. There will be no reduction of the motor qualified life. The motor bearing temperatures are predominantly dependent on 
the anbient temperature and not the coponent cooling water 
temperature. The test results for the ambient temperature of 3240 F are bounding for the actual ambient twPerature in conjunction with 
the increased cponent cooling water tenpature. Therefore, the recirculatiOn ptMp motors will remain operable for the camponent 
cooling water temperatures experienced during the post-ICA 
recirculation phase 
SAtety InlectionPL 

The safety injection pmps contain two mechanical seal coolers and a lube oil cooler which are serviced by cponent cooling water. The 
mechanical seal coolers are intended to maintain tmpeeratures in the mechanical seal chambers within limits that will prevent abnormal seal wear. The lube oil cooler is required to maintain the oil temperature 
at a level which will provide adequate lubrication to the bearings and 
prevent accelerated viscosity breakdown. These coolers are supplied 
cooling water through a common header which delivers a total of 15 gpm. The evaluation considered that each cooler receives a cooling 
water flowrate of 5 gpm.  

SI PL1i Mechanical sealQ 

The high head SI piqm utilize John Crane mechanical seals. The 
mechanical seals are cooled by component cooling water which flows 
through the pump seal coolers. Seal chamber fluid is puiped by a pumping ring through the mechanical seal coolers and returned to the Seal chambgrs. Mechanical seals are installed on both ends of the 
pImp shaft and each seal has its own mechanical mal cooler, 
The cooling water teMerature to the seal coolers was determined to be 152iF at the beginning of the LOCA decaying to 120'F within 24 
hours. The seal evaluation considered that 5 gpm of cooling water flows to each seal cooler. The seal chamber tenperature is influenced 
by the pump suction terperature due to migration of the pumped fluid into the seal chamber. Therefore it was also considered that the pzrp suction temperature will correspond to the discharge toterature from the I- heat exchanger at the beginning of the CA (approximately 
215 0F), reducing with time.  

The effect of elevated tenperatures on the seal would be an increase 
in seal wear and a reduction in seal life. Tests performed by the 
seal manufacturer with 3000 F seal cavity temperatures with no seal
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cooling resulted in insignificant wear to the seals. The seal 
temperature conditions posed here are much less severe especially 
since there will be cooling of the seal cavity traxture it= the 
seal coolers. Consequently, it was determined that the pcet-WCA 
recirculation conditions will have little effect in reducing seal 
life. Lastly, both of these seals are furnished with a safety bushing 
which in the event of catastrophic failure to the primary seal will 
limit leakage from the seal to maintain the operability of the SI pump.  

S Poi ab 02 Coolet 

The safety injection pumps utilize a pressurized lubrication system 
which provides oil to the two shaft journal bearings and a thrust 
bearing. The hot oil leaving the bearingB is drained to a 3 gallon 
reservoir. This reservoir is the source of oil for the lube oil pump 
which supplies oil through the lube oil cooler to the purrp bearings.  
The oil used in the pzps has a nominal viscosity rating of 150 SSU at 
100.  

Increased ompoonent cooling water tetperatures will result in 
increased oil teVeratures at boti the inlet and outlet of the pump 
bearings The thrust bearing is the most sensitive to oil terperature 
and is the source of the majority of heat load in the oil system, thus 
only the thrust bearing must be evaluated for the increased oil 
temperatures. The journal bearings will be bounded by this evaluation 
since the heat load is less than the thrust bearing heat load.  

A thermal evaluation of the oil cooler for a cooling water flow rate 
of 5 gpm demonstrated that there will be an 18 degree tAnperature 
differential between the cooling water entering the cooler and the oil 
exiting the cooler. At the maximt cooling water temperature of 
152'JF, the oil leaving the cooler will have a terperatura of 
1700F. This temperature corresponds to the thrust bearing inlet 
temperature. The thrust bearing was analyzed for ncminal 150 SSU oil 
at a tezperature of 170CF and the thrust load that will act on the 
bearing during the post-LOCA operating mode. The analysis 
demnstrated that the oil viscosity at 170 0 F is adequate to maintain 
an oil film thickness sufficient to prevent bearing failure. The 
analysis also predicted a maximm bearing metal tweptura of 1870F 
=4-1w-n oil c~tlet ta= eratur, tam the bearing of 100P. The 
bearing metal temperature is well below the limit of 200OF which 
will prevent accelerated bearing wear. The oil outlet tsmperature is 
slightly higher than the continuous operating limit of this oil, which 
is 185 0F. However, for short term operation oil teperatures as 
high as 195F are acceptable to prevent excessive oil viscosity 
breakdown, since oil breakdown is a function of both time and 
temperature. The cooling water trperature will drop by 3 degrees in 
less than 2 hours and the oil temperature at the bearing outlet will 
fall below the continuous operating limit within this very short 
period of tim. Thus the analyses of the lube oil cooler and the 
thrust bearing have deonstrated that the increased coponent cooling 
water terperatures will have no detrimnl effect on the functioning 
of the SI pump lube oil system.
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RH , Mechanicl Seasi 

The RiR pump is equipped with a mechanical seal cooler which is 
serviced by conponent cooling water. The mechanical seal cooler is 
intended to maintain teperatures in the mechanical sal chamber 
within limits that will prevent abnormal seal wear. The RHR. purp 
mechanical seals are manufactured by John Crane and are very similar 
in design to the high head SI pmv mechanical seals. The PIM pump 
mechanical seals will be subjected to a peak Pump GUction tGMqPeratre 
of 274 degrees, reducing with time, and a peak coaponent cooling water 
tetperature of 152 degrees F, also reducing with time. Thus the 
manufacturer test which qualified the seal for 300 degree F seal 
chamber temeratures with no seal cooling bounds the IR pump 
mechanical seal operating conditions. It was determined that the 
increased ccVonent cooling water tenw ratures for the post-OCA 
recirculation conditions will have an insignificant effect on the 
mechanical eal life and will not affect the pump operability.  
Conglusion of Auxili~v P.. EValuation 

The auxiliary pumps and associatd appurtenances have ben evaluated 
for the increased component cooling water systm temperatures. The 
evaluation determined that normal plant operation for extended periods 
of tiMe with a cooling water teprature of 105OF will have no 
effect on the operability of the auxiliary pumps. The evaluation also 
determined that a post-OCA cooling water temperature of 152 F 
decaying to 120 0 F within 24 hours will have no effect on the 
operability of the pumps during this short period of operation.  
Beyond this 24 hour, period of operation, the pumps will remain capable 
of performing their long-term safety related functions with cm-ponent 
cooling water twperatures below 120 0F.  

Provida sufficient cooled recirculation flow to prevent contairmet 
pressure from rising above design limits because of boiloff from the 
core.  

The heat removal capability of one train of Containment Cooling Fans 
and one recirculation loop was assessed. The heat transfer through 
the RM heat exchanger to the CW in conjunction with the heat removed 
by the Containment Cooling Fans exceeded the decay heat load during 
the recirculation phase. Because the heat removal capability exceeds 
the decay heat load, the containment stmp temperature decreases with 
time as reflected in the COW temperature transient described above.  
It is our judgement, therefore, that adequate heat removal capability 
is provided to prevent the contairunent pressure from rising above 
design limits because of boiloff from the core during recirculation.  

FSAR Chapter 6.2.2.1.2 (page 6.2-10) states that if one recirculation 
(or PHR) purp is in operation and one spray header valve is open, that 
no containment fans are required. This configuration (only one 
Recirculation Pump, and no Containment Cooling Fans available) is 
beyond the design basis as the Containment Air Recirculation Cooling 
and Fi I trati nn Systnm and thR Cntma i nmnt. Spray Systen are both 
designed as a two train, redundant systers. As stated in FSAR Section



6.4.3.1 (page 6,4-24), following a LOCA both the contair t spray and the 
containment fan cooler sytems are placed in operation. During the 
injection phase of the accident, a minimum of one spray pir and three of 
five fan coolers arm in operation. The heat reioval requirement for the 
design basis accident is met with this minimum requirwemnt during both the 
injection and recirculation phase, The single failure of one train of 
safeguards will provide a minim= of one train (three out of five) of 
Contairment Cooling Fans and one recirculation loop (Recirculation Pimp, 
heat exchanger and spray header valve).  

Westinghouse believes that the continued operation of Indian Point Unit 2 
is justified based on the following: 

1. The Con=nent Cooling water System has been evaluated for a Service 
Water tenperature of 870F, and it has been determined that the CcW 
provides sufficient cooling to enable continued sump and core 
recir ulation following a LCA.  

2. The recirculation loop/Component Cooling Water System and the Service 
Water/contairrnent cooling fan heat removal capability is sufficient to 
prevent contairnment pressure from rising above design limits as a 
result of boiloff from the core during recirculation.  

3. The CCWS can perform its cooling functions during normal operations 
with a Service Water Teperature of 870 F.  

1. FRSS-SS-IPP/In-lI73, dated 7/31/88
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